Take over a private horse ranch for an evening. Wander the paddocks and stables, champagne in hand, and capture a behind-the-scenes glimpse into one of the world’s most exclusive industries. Learn the fascinating history and breeding backgrounds of the resident horses, including the ever-elegant Arabian, for which Scottsdale is known as the world’s capital. Then watch as these majestic creatures parade around the ring during your own private horse show before you sit down to an elegant dinner amidst these beauties.
Experiencing the Southwest at a unique Mexican Ranch in the shadows of the South Mountain Foothills. Its rich heritage and diverse culture is blends Mexican traditions with the spirit of the Wild West. This spectacular venue boasts wide-open spaces and equestrian facilities with a rodeo arena as its main attraction.

Upon entering the ranch, you are greeted with the sounds of Old Mexico from a five-piece Mariachi band and a cold margarita or beers. You’re in for a treat as you are led to the arena for a live Mexican rodeo show. Following the show, enjoy flavorful hors d’oeuvres in the courtyard. Then sit down to a delicious dinner amidst the twinkling lights and festive South of the Border inspired décor.
Savor the aroma of mesquite grilled barbeque and the breathtaking Arizona sunset as you arrive to this remote desert haven amidst the Saguaro, Palo Verde and Ocotillo. Cozy up by the bonfire before you dine beneath the stars in the soft light of old camp lanterns... or dance to the tunes of your favorite country song as the coyotes howl along in the distance.

Dinner in the Desert
Explore the extraordinary exhibits that this town has to offer with an event at one of our galleries, museums or gardens. From vintage vehicles, to musical instruments from all over the globe, to the award-winning works of local and nationally acclaimed artists; our destination is dotted with collections that will inspire and intrigue. Opt to spend the evening at one of these local treasures, or experience multiple galleries with a progressive style dinner. These intimate and exclusive environments offer conversation pieces to be enjoyed over a casual reception or formal sit-down dinner.
Party at the Pad

Make yourself at home as you host your guests at an exclusive desert dwelling for the evening. The Valley of the Sun features a variety of architectural masterpieces as our local architects, builders, and designers are continually challenged to create residences and interiors that harmonize with our desert landscape and environment. With stunning views, lush landscaping and unique interiors to spare; we will help you locate the ideal private home to throw your next dinner party.
Elevate your event by hosting a swanky soiree at a private jet hangar. This contemporary complex is inspired by the spirit of aviation with a classically modern interior. Totally transform this blank slate into a themed environment, or enhance the surroundings with simple lighting and fabric swags. This white space is the perfect canvas for your creative and memorable occasion.
SPORTY SOIRÉE

Treat your fun-loving group to a sporty soirée at a the stadium, track or range! Be at the center of it all with a private “dinner on the diamond” at one of the Valley’s Spring Training facilities or home of Arizona’s very own Diamondbacks. Hit some balls at a state-of-the-art golf range while you enjoy cocktails and appetizers. Or sit down to a fabulous dinner at what’s known as the “Fastest 60 Acres in America!” after a few exhilarating spins around the track with a professional racecar driver. Arizona has an array of athletic atmospheres to host your next action-packed event.
UnWINEd with a lunch or dinner at one of Scottsdale’s award winning wineries. Savor the evening as you sip on some of the Valley’s best vino and discover why Arizona wines rival those of California. For an interactive twist, participate firsthand in the wine making process, or learn how to bottle, cork and label your own varietal creation. Enjoy this wine and dine experience indoors at the tasting room or gallery or al fresco on the patio.
Ready for a night on the town? Scottsdale’s got you covered with exciting nightlife options that run the gamut of Western saloons, to trendy cocktail lounges, to high-energy dance clubs. Host your next offsite event at one of these festive facilities, or let us create the ultimate block party in Scottsdale’s exciting Entertainment District.
Embrace the simple life at a goat dairy farm in the middle of suburban Scottsdale. Grow, cook, gather and create at this three acre rural haven. Learn the proper way to hand milk a goat and make fresh chevre. Forage through the farm in search of the best garnishes for a salad. Then come together at the table and enjoy the fruits of your labor with a farm-fresh feast.
The Price House was designed and built by Frank Lloyd Wright in 1953-1955. He considered the Price House his masterpiece of giving form to his desert architectural credo. Known for his belief in investing in beauty, Frank Lloyd Wright designed the house to be simple in its outline in order to really accentuate the natural beauty it sits among. Gorgeous deep red bricks line the pathways of this magnificent house and a vibrant teal tones liven up the inside of the house. With sprawling green grass in the backyard, and subtle strung lights overhead, this house is the perfect awe inspiring venue for any event.